Friday 22nd January

Maths

Part A
Find pairs of facts so you double one fact to ﬁnd the other

Part B
Decide whether these statements are sometimes, always or never true

1) You can ﬁnd the 6 times table by doubling the 3s
1) You can work out answers to the 5 times table by doubling the 4s
1) 8 is double 4 so knowledge of the 4 times table can help with the
8s?
1) 2 x 2 = 4 so 4 x 4 = 8
1) The 6 times table could help with the 12s?
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Friday 22nd January 2021
Reading

Solemn
Self-contained
Press
Misinterpreted
Invalid

Harmony was tempted to waste a wish, so she did not have to
stay and wait for the news to arrive. She decided to stay and
soon the photographers arrived. They asked her smile but
instead she stood there not cheerful or smiling (solemn) in
complete control of herself (self-contained). The news
reporters (press) interviewed Harmony and she thought it
was strange how they believe everything that was said
because of the newspapers the following day. She told the
reporters about her family and they misunderstood
(misinterpreted) her words. They called her dad a charted
accountant. They called her mum a person who weak or
disabled by illness or injury (invalid). However, what they
wrote about her sister was the worst. Let’s read and find
out.

TASK:
1. Why did Harmony not use her 50p to escape with her bike? Pg1
2. How many wishes does Harmony have left? Pg1
3. What did Harmony say her father did? Pg2
4. What did they call Harmony’s mother? How do you think it will make her feel? Pg3
5. Find a word on page5 that is a synonym for misunderstood.

1. Harmony did not use her 50p to escape because she did not want to waste another
wish.
2. Harmony has 3 wishes left.
3. Harmony said her father did some pretty clever tricks and he balances things.
4. They called Harmony’s mother an invalid. This might make her feel upset because she
not an invalid.
5. A synonym for misunderstood is misinterpreted.

Friday 22nd January 2021
Writing

To be able to write an introduction of a newspaper report
What five things do we need to include in the introduction?
_________

_________

_________

_________

__________

We are going to do an example together then you will create your own.
Which 5 W’s should we use?
I am going to be writing about a missing pet dog – Finley.
What: Missing dog
When: Monday morning
Where: White City
Who: Suela and Finley
Why: Suela is really upset.
Activity 1:
You’re turn! Choose what your 5 W’s will be. It needs to be about something
that has gone missing.
How do we put the 5 W’s together?
We are going to use the introduction of the model text to help us.
Who
What

When

A young couple have been left devastated after their young son, Stig,
has gone missing. The boy’s parents noticed that the child was missing
when they checked on him yesterday morning at their home in Kent.
After searching their home and surrounding area they contacted the
police who declared the one-year-old as a missing person.
Why

Where

Step 1: Start with the ‘Who’ and ‘What’.

Model text:
A young couple have been
left devasted after their
young son, Stig, has gone
missing.

My text:
The lovely Suela has been
left devasted after her
wonderful dog, Finley, has
gone missing.

Circle the difference about the model text and my text.

Activity 2:
Write your own sentence with your ‘who’ and ‘what’.
Did you notice that I added expanded noun phrases? Make sure to add them to
your sentence.

Step 2: Next, write the ‘When’ and ‘Where’.

Model text:
The boy’s parents noticed
that the child was missing
when they checked on him
yesterday morning at their
home in Kent.

My text:
The disappointed Suela
noticed that the dog was
missing when she checked
on him on Monday morning
at her home in White City.

Circle the difference about the model text and my text.
Activity 3:
Write your own sentence with your ‘when’ and ‘where’.
Did you notice that I added expanded noun phrases? Make sure to add them to
your sentence.

Step 3: Finally, write the ‘why’.

Model text:
After searching their home
and surrounding area they
contacted the police who
declared the one-year-old
as a missing person.

My text:
After searching her organised
home and surrounding area they
contacted the trustworthy police
who declared the energetic dog
as a missing animal.

Circle the difference about the model text and my text.
Activity 3:
Write your own sentence with your ‘why’.
Did you notice that I added expanded noun phrases? Make sure to add them to
your sentence.

Science
Lesson 3

Is light dangerous and how can
we protect ourselves?
Key Knowledge

Key Vocabulary

•

Sunlight is needed to produce vitamin D

•

Ultraviolet

•

Staring directly at the Sun damages the eyes

•

rays

•

UVA rays can result in sunburn, aging and illness

•

SPF

•

Appropriate clothing is needed to protect from the Sun

•

sun cream

•

Direct sunlight should be avoided at the hottest points in the day

•

sunglasses

•

Vitamin D

Knowledge Quiz 3.2
1. (Choose 2) When it is daytime for us, parts of the Earth are:

facing away from
the Sun

facing towards
the Sun

in darkness

in daylight

2. How many hours does it take for the Earth to rotate on its axis?

36 hours

6 hours

24 days

24 hours

the Sun rotates
on its axis

the Moon is a
light source

we can see the
Sun at night

straight lines

short lines

3. Which statement is correct?

the Earth rotates
on its axis

4. Light from the Sun travels in:

a spiral

wavy lines

5. True or False? We can see the moon because it reflects the Sun’s light.

true

false
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When can light be dangerous?

Is the Sun safe?
All humans need sunlight for the body to produce Vitamin D which
helps our body absorb calcium. Calcium is important for our bones
teeth and muscles.
The Sun also has many other benefits:
• It provides warmth
• It is a source of light
• It makes people feel happier
• It helps plants make food
The Sun emits (gives out) rays of light. One type of light that the Sun emits is called Ultraviolet (UV)
light. UV light is invisible to humans, but we can see and feel its effects. UV light is strongest at
midday, in summer and when there are fewer clouds in the sky. UV rays can be dangerous in a
number of ways. They can cause sunburn, wrinkles and even skin cancer.
You should never look directly at the Sun as it can damage
your eyes. Children’s eyes are more vulnerable to UV light than
adults so you should protect your eyes from the Sun by wearing
sunglasses. Make sure your sunglasses have 100% UV ray
protection (check the label). Other light sources such as torches
and light bulbs can also damage your eyes if you look directly
at them.
As well as sunglasses, when outside in the Sun you should wear
a hat and sun cream to protect yourself from sunburn. Sunburn
can blister and result in very serious illnesses. A child’s skin is
more sensitive than an adults and can burn more easily so you
should play in the shade as much as possible. Sun cream works
by blocking and absorbing UV rays from the Sun. The SPF (sun
protection factor) in your sun cream should be a least 50 and
needs reapplying throughout the day and after being in water.
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List 3 benefits of the Sun
1.
2.
3.





List 3 things that make the Sun dangerous

1.
2.
3.





True or false?
We can see UV light.


Why should you never look directly at the Sun or any other light source?




What can you wear to protect your eyes from the Sun?
a. Sunglasses
b. Sun cream

Why is it a good idea to wear a sun hat when playing outside in the Sun?



Why is it more important for children to wear sunglasses and sun cream?
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